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In recent years, with the rapid development of China's real estate enterprises, led 
the continuous improvement of our economy. However, the pressure is gradually 
increased citizen purchase loan to buy a house has become a universal phenomenon 
present. In which the housing provident fund loans to pay for some of the fund's 
citizens, through the housing provident fund loans become inevitable realization of 
choice. Housing provident fund loans through realization of housing purchases, the 
most direct benefit is to reduce lending rates, the housing provident fund management 
are starting to become more and more important. Housing provident fund 
management involves the application of specific personal loans, qualification, data 
review, approval, loans, subsequent repayments, supervision and management and a 
series of management processes and elements, all aspects need to be standardized 
management, scientific management, thereby reducing the risk of the loan fund, to 
ensure that every payment of housing fund to maximize the interests of workers, the 
timely approval of, monitoring real-time, risk minimization, full supervision and 
management efficiency lending center operational efficiency as well as fund 
management center. 
This system analyzes the processes of housing provident fund loans, the approval 
process and subsequent follow-up business after the proposed system based on J2EE 
entrusted loans, fund management center can be freed by the system appear from the 
actual business process, carry out the supervision, management of specific lending 
operations carried out by the Centre under the commission of First Instance, 
accounting, etc., thereby reducing the investment fund management center 
management, effective control of the risk of the loan fund, but also to better serve the 
majority of users to fund payment. System includes management, real estate 
developer loan business process information management, loan review approval 
management, loan-related system operations, loans and the subsequent follow-up 
work entrusted loan system administrator maintenance and management of six 















systems for entrusted loan business we were analyzed by means of UML diagram of 
the system use case analysis, by means of a static diagram of the system functional 
modules involved in class and system operation sequence diagram of the system We 
carried out a detailed needs analysis and design work, and finally realize the whole 
system, and given the realization of the software interface display. 
By implementing this system can keep up with individual housing provident 
fund loans to entrust the entire process, from the application, the data preliminary 
review and approval to the user's ability to repay the loan, repayment trends, a full 
range of dynamic management and information management. To take certain 
measures on warning users not timely repayment, to further reduce the risk of 
repayment of the loan fund. Hoping that the country's housing fund management 
entrusted loan to strengthen management by implementing the system of standardized, 
scientific, and truly play the greatest benefits of the housing fund, and services to the 
masses, but also hope that by studying this system can be for our country housing 
fund entrusted loan information management play a role. 
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